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Abstract. Algorithmic journalism refers to automatic AI-constructed
news stories. There have been successful commercial implementations for
news stories in sports, weather, financial reporting and similar domains
with highly structured, well defined tabular data sources. Other domains
such as local reporting have not seen adoption of algorithmic journalism,
and thus no automated reporting systems are available in these categories
which can have important implications for the industry. In this paper,
we demonstrate a novel approach for producing news stories on govern-
ment legislative activity, an area that has not widely adopted algorithmic
journalism. Our data source is state legislative proceedings, primarily
the transcribed speeches and dialogue from floor sessions and commit-
tee hearings in US State legislatures. Specifically, we create a library
of potential events called phenoms. We systematically analyze the tran-
scripts for the presence of phenoms using a custom partial order planner.
Each phenom, if present, contributes some natural language text to the
generated article: either stating facts, quoting individuals or summariz-
ing some aspect of the discussion. We evaluate two randomly chosen
articles with a user study on Amazon Mechanical Turk with mostly Lik-
ert scale questions. Our results indicate a high degree of achievement for
accuracy of facts and readability of final content with 13 of 22 users in
the first article and 19 of 20 subjects of the second article agreeing or
strongly agreeing that the articles included the most important facts of
the hearings. Other results strengthen this finding in terms of accuracy,
focus and writing quality.

Keywords: Algorithmic journalism · Natural language generation ·
Automatic summarization · Partial order planning · Artificial
intelligence · Digital government

1 Introduction and Motivation

We present a novel method to generate news stories on state legislative proceed-
ings. Our strategy is to generate algorithmic news content that summarize the
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important events of a single discussion based on records of meetings and other
data sources. Such content could be distributed to news organizations which
could in turn print them in their publications or use them as a basis for writing
more detailed stories.

The primary input data into this system are high quality, human-verified
transcripts from hearings in state legislatures as developed by the Digital Democ-
racy project [2] and already used in several other works [3,12,26,27]. Hearings
are divided into “bill discussions”, or dialogues about a specific legislation that
are on average about 20 min of multi-speaker discussion, typically followed by a
vote. In this paper we use a portion of the data consisting of transcripts from
5198 bill discussions containing 40788 individual speeches covering the California
Legislature 2015–2017.

Our system generates articles based on abstractive summarizations of the
bill discussions achieved using a planning system and a “phenom” (short for
phenomenon) library that we also develop. We define and model the phenom as
a software object with several standard attributes and methods. Each phenom is
called by the planner to test for a certain specific event, condition or occurrence in
the text of the discussion. If the search is successful, the phenom then contributes
one or more sentences to the text of the article. The surface text realization is
achieved through insertion of facts into pre-written English language sentence
templates appropriately chosen for each phenom.

Due to strict requirements for high accuracy and traceability of all facts
to original primary sources, we do not rely on predictive or transformer NLG
models which are prone to “hallucinations” or tendency to generate inaccurate
or nonsensical statements [10]. For quality purposes, we also verify the approach
using human evaluations.

1.1 Motivation

News media play a crucial role in the functioning of democracies through cover-
age of governmental processes, but such coverage is in decline. The Pew Research
Center found that the number of full-time reporters covering state legislatures
fell by 35% between 2003 and 2014 [8]. Observers say the decline has likely
accelerated in the years since the study was conducted [30]. The decline largely
came from the ranks of newspapers, which have historically provided the great-
est proportion of full-time statehouse reporters (only 15% of television stations
send any reporters to cover state legislatures) [8]. Facing declining circulation
and advertising revenues, U.S. newspapers shed 51% of their editorial employees
between 2008 and 2019 [11].

With fewer staff, news outlets have decreased their coverage of governmental
proceedings [1,6,18]. The decline in dedicated statehouse reporters has led to
less coverage of policy and the state legislative process, with most remaining
coverage focusing narrowly on legislative outcomes such as the final passage of
a bill [33,34]. State legislatures themselves have responded by bulking up their
own in-house media offerings via websites, video reports and social media [33].
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1.2 Organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 we provide a short
overview on the previous research and related works. Section 3 introduces first
the concept, then details further the developments and technical issues of the
project. It is followed by Sect. 4 with a description of the design and procedure
of the user study. Section 4.2 is a discussion about our findings. Finally, Sect. 5
concludes the paper, giving some final ideas for future work.

2 Related Work

Summarization of dialog or meeting transcripts is a tricky task for program-
mers. Several experiments described applying classic extractive summarization
methods on speech transcripts. It was concluded that the spontaneous nature
of speech results in lower quality summaries compared to written text [5,10].
Meeting transcripts consist of unstructured utterances with long-range seman-
tic dependencies [32]. They can contain more grammatical and spelling errors
and are more noisy, thus producing a less readable and concise summary using
extractive techniques [16,19]. Still, there are attempts to utilize an extractive
approach [4,10,25,35] with transcripts. Template-based NLG was previously suc-
cessfully utilized in news generation, with human written templates [20,29] as
well as generated ones [23].

The approach of a flat facts set described by [13] with a certain addition to
fact types and template adjustment served as a big inspiration for this project.
This methodology in combination with hand-written templates as in [20,29]
could provide good results in accuracy and grammatically of the final text. Event,
entity and relation recognition is one of the good examples for fact extraction
approaches. Works like [7,14,21] give great descriptions of such event detection
systems, however, they are mostly concentrating on extraction from coherent
written text, while our task is basing on transcripts of spoken language, which
quite often lacks proper grammar, coherence and contains transcription errors,
incomplete sentences, interruptions, etc. Nevertheless, these works still provide
invaluable insights and ideas on event-entity-relation detection and extraction.

Our contribution is in the system of phenoms that combine event detection,
template based realization for news articles and a modified partial-order planner
through which a semantic structure of a news article is enforced.

3 Approach and Development

We design a system to ingest records of legislative bill discussions and produce an
article as the main deliverable (see Fig. 1). Initially, all discussions are identified
and extracted from the database by a newsworthiness filter, developed outside
the focus of this paper to simply prioritize certain bill discussions over others.
Transcripts then undergo preprocessing where every utterance from the tran-
script is tokenized, tagged for speaker, function, and named entities resulting in
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. The data flow diagram of the system

Fig. 2. Example of a tagged transcript portion in preprocessing

3.1 Phenom System

Legislative proceedings vary greatly, but we find some useful patterns and data
in hearing videos and their written transcripts. This inspired the adoption of
the phenom approach - systematic extraction of the key phenomena from the
transcript text and storing them in a collection of fact data types to used for
generating language for the article.

We create a library of phenoms for content selection. Each phenom is an
object with data and methods designed to look for a specific event in the bill
discussion, and take some action if the event is found. For example does a greeting
occur in this discussion? A phenom called “greetings” could look for specific lan-
guage that constitutes a greeting according to hand-crafted criteria. If found, the
phenom generates facts leading to a statement like: “Senator Monning greeted
the committee”. That sentence becomes part of the news article. Given many
phenoms each dedicated to typical occurrences in legislative hearings, we can
generate many observations.

The order of executions of the phenoms are not set ahead of time. Instead
every phenom has a set of preconditions and postconditions. A modified partial
order planner selects a phenom from the library based on preconditions and
executes it. After execution, that phenom may contribute some more conditions
to the current state of the article that may enable other phenoms to be activated.
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In this way, some phenom output are guaranteed to be in specific places in the
article, such as the beginning section or the ending section. They can also form
chains of dependencies allowing much more conditioned observations when called
for. For example a news story may have a short statement about the background
of a certain expert witness generated by phenom #2, but only if the witness
is first called to testify, which would have been observed by phenom #1 (the
precondition of phenom #2).

Phenom ideas are created based on several sources: Fist, a study of 300 real
published news articles that contained the name of a bill that was before the
California Legislature at the time of the article publication. These provided some
standard observations that journalists include in news articles about state leg-
islative action. Second, some interesting data available to us from the database
were made into phenoms. For example, we can automatically flag the first-ever
bill authored by a certain legislator, or the first bill of the session by that legis-
lator. This small point may be very important to a hometown news organization
but not immediately apparent to a reporter. Lastly, some purely functional phe-
noms are created to help with content arrangement, to ensure, for example, that
a pull-quote not appear until the middle section of an article. For a selection of
some of the phenoms and their respective frequencies of occurrence see Table 1.

3.2 Illustrative Phenom Examples

While certain phenoms have mostly formal purpose and use the metadata pro-
vided by the database, the others are designed to search for complex patterns
and work directly with the transcript text, utilizing classification or scoring algo-
rithms. Metadata-based and functional phenoms occur in the texts more often
due to higher likelihood of availability of the data, while the more refined ones
tend to be rare and are triggered not as often (see Table 1). The following para-
graphs give examples of such high-order phenoms present in the system.

Pull-Quote Extraction. One of the phenoms implemented in the pipeline is
aimed at pull-quote extraction from the transcript text. A pull-quote is a key
sentence, or phrase that is highlighted, shown with a bigger font, and a line of
attribution at a central location in the printed article layout. Pull-quotes are a
traditional part of news articles. The pull-quote phenom has a multi-step process
in which a newsworthy quote is determined by filtering, labelling, and ranking all
the discussion utterances from the transcript. Preprocessing involves removing
utterances from subjects of non-interest (such as those spoken by committee
heads, chairs and staff). Following preprocessing, we correlate each utterance
with a dialogue label based on the Switchboard Corpus [22,31]. The Switchboard
corpus is a collection of about 2,400 two-sided telephone dialogues among 543
speakers, with each utterance annotated using the Discourse Annotation and
Markup System of Labeling (DAMSL) tag set.

We only consider utterances that have the following labels: “Statement-
opinion”, “Rhetorical-Questions”, “Hedge”, “Action-directive” and “Apology
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Table 1. List of select phenoms and percentage triggered. A set of 50 random bill
discussions was used for this purpose.

Phenom Description %

bill name Metadata: bill name query 100

subjects Metadata: bill subject query 100

presenter Detects the person presenting the bill 94

motion Metadata: bill motion query 98

vote result Metadata: voting result query 98

attendance Metadata: attendance query 22

intro length Detects intro part longer than certain threshold 40

chair Detects the chair of the meeting 50

expert testimony Detects an expert testimony longer than a
certain threshold

50

testimony alignment Adds alignment information from the metadata
to the testimony info

34

bill mentions Detects mentions of any other bill names 56

back and forth Detects a back-and-forth discussion 10

alignment Metadata: general alignment of the people
present

10

first bill Metadata: is it the first bill by the legislator 2

sigle party split Metadata: split voting of the party 4

a to b questions Detects a person asking questions in a
back-and-forth

6

vote against party Metadata: legislator voting against their party 4

pull quote Detects a sentence ranked high enough as a pull
quote

40

and Appreciation”, as they would add the most value to the quote. To label
each utterance, we used a neural model that processes both lexical and acous-
tic features for classification. The model uses a bi-directional LSTM classifier
pre-trained on the Switchboard Corpus for lexical clues. The LSTM allows the
network to retain the context of the hearing for future tagging. Additionally, the
acoustic model uses a CNN to process speech signals which can be equally useful
in determining a tag.

The chosen utterances are first ranked based on content using the LexRank
algorithm [9], a graph-based centrality scoring of sentences. This is useful as
the algorithm can compute the relative importance for each utterance within a
document. The algorithm can identify the most central sentences in a cluster
that give the greatest amount of information related to the main theme of the
document. They are then further ranked by length, sentence root, starting word,
bill and geographic mentions, and readability. Sentences are also removed from
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consideration based on unresolved references and bad structure. After acquir-
ing the highest-ranked pull-quote, the quote is returned along with information
about the speaker to be placed in the article.

Back and Forth Argument Detection. The “back and forth” phenom cap-
tures news-worthy exchanges and debates that involve two individuals speaking
a few lines in rapid interleaving succession. If multiple exchanges appear in a
hearing, these exchanges are scored according to average utterance and word
length according to the following formula:

score = (α ∗ μ all + (1 − α) ∗ num utterances

hearing length
) ∗ long utterances

num utterances
(1)

where μ all is the average utterance length of both speakers and long utterances
is the number of utterances larger than 20 words. The α value (0–1) determines
the weights of the average utterance length (for both speakers) and the per-
centage of the hearing devoted to this exchange. The highest ranking exchange
is returned along with some extended personal information about the speakers,
which can pulled from the database storage if available.

3.3 Template-Based Text Generation and Planning

Fig. 3. Templates used for text generation of the article.

Phenoms also generate text for the news articles. This text is generated using
templates from our library. Each template consists of one or more English sen-
tences with some variable placeholders such as entity names, vote results or bill
subjects (see Fig. 3). They are tagged with phenom names, so each phenom can
use one or more templates assigned to it. If a template’s variables can be entirely
resolved using known facts, then the template is used in the article assembly,
otherwise, it is discarded. The system tries to find the longest satisfiable tem-
plate for each phenom. Thus having more information from one phenom can
unlock longer templates. All the sentences are then assembled into a final text
according to the order produced by the planner.
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4 Research Study

Many existing summarization systems are evaluated using metrics [15,17,24,
28] which produce a distance in comparison to a known-good summary. In the
case of our study, where there is no gold standard to compare with, the above-
mentioned systems are not applicable for evaluation. Therefore, we utilize human
evaluations and crowd-source the study.

4.1 Design and Protocol

A questionnaire1 was designed to determine the effectiveness of the phenom
system and assess the quality of the articles produced by such a system.

Fig. 4. An example rendered page containing the full article and the video recordings
of the hearing that the respondents are presented with during the user study

The study protocol is as follows: the respondent is first presented with a short
questionnaire to collect some demographics data, and is requested to watch a
video recording of a bill discussion. When they are done watching, another short
questionnaire is loaded with questions regarding the newsworthiness of the events
happening in the recording. In the next step the respondents are asked to read
a summary for the same hearing and answer several questions about the quality
of the summary: the article writing style, readability, etc. They are allowed to
get back to both the video and the article for more details or comparison.

We use Amazon Mechanical Turk and a questionnaire hosted on Google
Forms. The Mechanical Turk service allows researchers to gather many responses
quickly, but some will be invalid. For example, the responses that contain inco-
herent or fake answers. The user study is conducted on two different hearings,
chosen as randomly as possible among the ones that in the end provide enough
content in the summary to evaluate. The questionnaire given to the Turkers
1 available at https://iatpp.calpoly.edu/slsp2021.
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consists of Likert scale and free form text questions, presented to the respon-
dents immediately after they watch the video recording of the hearing and read
through the generated article (see Fig. 4).

We collect a data set for each hearing chosen - the first set (Set 1) consists
originally of 34 responses, with 22 (64,7%) deemed valid for investigation, while
the second test run for another hearing (Set 2) provides 32 answer sets with 20
(62,2%) of them being valid. The invalid answers are selected manually judging
mostly by the open text answers - in most of the cases it is incoherent sentences
or sentences copied from the article. No specific demographics group was pre-
ferred for the user study - only the data concerning the general interest towards
legislation news was collected from the respondents. In both answer sets the
typical user is a native English speaker consuming state level news data at least
weekly.

4.2 Results and Discussion

Fig. 5. Statistics collected considering the factual accuracy of the summary produced
(N = 22 for Set 1, N = 20 for Set 2)

Fig. 6. Statistics collected considering the grammaticality of the summary produced
(N = 22 for Set 1, N = 20 for Set 2)

Overall, the articles produced appear to be accurate and correct factually, even
though there was a marked difference between the first article and the second.
According to the survey, 13 of the 22 respondents in Set 1, and 19 of 20 respon-
dents in Set 2 agree or strongly agree with the statement “Article contained
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all the important facts from the video”. This is contrasted with 6 of 22 respon-
dents in Set 1 and zero of 20 respondents in Set 2, who disagree or strongly
disagreeing with the same statement. This is a ratio of 13:6 (Set 1) and 19:0
(Set 2). The same notion was validated by the additional statement “There was
at least one incorrect fact in the article”, with which 12/22 in Set 1 and 16/20
in Set 2 disagree or strongly disagree. Only 6/22 and 0/22 agree with the same
statement for a favorable ratio of 12:6 in Set 1 and 16:0 in Set 2 (see Fig. 5).
These findings reveal that the system manages to pick the facts correctly from
the transcript, generates articles without omitting expected important events,
and does not distort facts.

Positive results are also observed in the grammaticality of the text (see Fig. 6)
- an overwhelming majority of the respondents confirm that the summary is
a coherent and grammatically correct text. The simplified agree:disagree ratio
is 19:3 (Set 1) and 19:0 (Set 2). Only some minor issues were mentioned by
some of the respondents in the open text answer fields, such as “Missing comma
before the word “too” at the end of a sentence”. Judging by the responses to
the questions considering the stylistics and readability of the article, most of the
Turkers found the article was easy to read, and that it provide the information
in an understandable way. More than half of the respondents thought the article
was produced by a human and not by an algorithm.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We propose a solution to help address the declining media coverage in crucial
beats such as state legislatures. We design an automatic article generation system
using state legislative hearing transcripts. We evaluate the system with a user
study. Results indicate our system achieves high performance in accuracy and
readability, but doesn’t always capture all that is important in the recorded
hearings. A sizable minority (9 out of 22) in Set 1 of our study indicated they
are either neutral or do not agree that all important facts were captured in the
article.

Future work will expand on both our phenom and template libraries leading
to more insightful and diverse article output. All content is currently generated
from phenoms and thus there’s no possibility of any new or surprising types of
content. Although most subjects thought all important aspects of the discussion
was covered, not all did so. We hope to address this by adding more phenoms
to the library and to further design new phenoms based on patterns we find in
the transcripts. Another important issue to address is the narrative flow of the
article. As some subjects indicated, the article reads more like a collection of
sentences and could use internal references and stylistic consistency.
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